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ABSTRACT 

Point-like sources of X-rays that are pulsed (sub nanosecond), high energy (up to several MeV) and bright are very 

promising for industrial and security applications where imaging through large and dense objects is required. Highly 

penetrating X-rays can be produced by electrons that have been accelerated by a high intensity laser pulse incident onto a 

thin solid target. We have used a pulse length of ~10ps to accelerate electrons to create a bright x-ray source. The 

bremsstrahlung temperature was measured for a laser intensity from 8.5-12×1018 W/cm2. These x-rays have sequentially 

been used to image high density materials using image plate and a pixelated scintillator system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High power laser-solid interactions have been shown to be a bright source of high energy ions1,2, neutrons3,4 and x-

rays5,6,7. In the regime where the intensity of the laser is greater than 1018 W/cm2, mega-Ampere Maxwellian distributed 

electron currents are accelerated and driven into the target. This electron current can be used to create a source of high 

energy Bremsstrahlung emission with temperatures up to several MeV7,8,9,10. The use of non-destructive testing of 

material through x-ray radiography is highly applicable to many industrial sectors. It is common for laser-solid 

interactions to be performed at the maximum irradiance of the laser which, for the laser system described herein, is 

typically using a pulse duration of 1 ps. The pulse duration of the subsequent x-ray emission, as a result is short pulsed. 

The emission area is also small (<<1 mm2) leading to radiography images with high resolution. All these qualities lead to 

a source of x-rays that is ideal to perform high resolution projection x-ray radiography of dense samples4,11. These 

qualities on a single shot cannot be matched by commercially available conventional sources of x-rays.  

To optimize the creation of bremsstrahlung x-rays from electrons travelling through solid targets, a number of 

considerations must be made in regards the relationship between the target material, density and the source of electrons 

as these all directly affect the bremsstrahlung from the target. In the case of electrons in a laser solid interaction, the 

majority of electrons are confined to the target due to extremely high electric fields set up at the rear of the thin target (≤1 

mm). This results in the majority of the electrons (~95%) being reflected and reinjected once they reach the rear of the 

target12; which is known as refluxing. These electrons can reflux many times, depending on their energy and the 

material/thickness of the target, until they lose all their energy. As the electrons reflux they also diverge and continue to 

produce bremsstrahlung; which will increase the size of the source, deteriorating the resolution of the radiography. To 

reduce this effect, a target that is relativity thick with a high density can be used as well as reducing the 

energy/temperature of the electrons to increase the likelihood of them stopping on the first pass (ie. before they reflux). 

The temperature of these electrons, and therefore the x-rays, has been shown to depend on the intensity of the laser13,14,15; 

which depends on the energy, pulse length and the focal spot size. Reducing the focal spot area is ideal for small sources, 

whilst also keeping the energy high optimizes the total flux. The only parameter that will not be directly detrimental to 

the total flux and resolution of the x-rays is the pulse length. It has also been shown that the angular divergence of the 

electrons inside the material is proportional to the intensity, therefore reducing the laser intensity by increasing the pulse 

length will reduce the divergence16.  



 

 
 

 

  

Figure 1: The x-ray response curve of an array of 2mm BGO and 12mm BC422 produced using the Monte 

Carlo code Geant4. Each simulation was carried out with 105 incident mono-energetic x-ray.  

 

Many techniques are available to diagnose the properties of these x-rays. The angular distribution of the x-rays will be 

similar to that of the electrons emitted from the rear of the target, which can be measured using a diagnostic that consists 

of imaging plate that wraps around the rear of the target17,18. The spectral distribution of the x-rays, which is dictated by 

the temperature of the fast electrons and the transmission of the target, can be found using diffraction-crystal 

spectrometers19 or nuclear activation20,21. However, diffraction-crystal spectrometers have a limited spectral range (upto 

100 keV) and activation only samples the highest energies (>10 MeV) and often requires long processing times to read 

the radioactive decay. The most widely used method of spectral analysis for laser-solid interactions is to use an 

absorption based spectrometer22,23. These work by placing sensitive material between filtering in a 1D array. These 

spectrometers normally use Imaging Plate (IP) which requires processing after every shot to determine the spectral 

information. A scintillator based version of this spectrometer has been developed to provide fast feedback of the spectral 

information on a shot to shot basis24. In this paper I will discuss how the spectrometer works and present the results 

obtained using a laser system with a pulse length of 10 ps. Finally a small portfolio of recorded images will be shown 

that demonstrate the imaging capabilities of such a source.  

2. SCINTILLATOR BASED SPECTROMETER 

As mentioned before, the most common technique for observing x-ray temperatures above 100 keV is to use an 

absorption spectrometer. These spectrometers often use Imaging plate and high density filters to separate the spectral 

bins that the spectrometer can detect. This use of high density material reduces the efficiency of the detector; since signal 

is lost in the filtering layers. Using a scintillator to both act as the detector of the x-rays and also the attenuator increases 

the sensitivity. The scintillators are placed in a 1D array and imaged using a high sensitivity camera. The flexibility of 

scintillator thickness and density allow for a number of different spectrometers to be designed for optimum performance 

in characterizing different sources. 

The scintillators used in this experiment were BGO and BC422. BGO has a high density and high Z whereas BC422 has 

low density and low Z. The variations in material type allows for different spectral sensitivity as the attenuation curves 

for each material are vastly different. 



 

 
 

 

  

The Monte Carlo code GEANT425 was used to calculate the response of the diagnostic to x-rays. An array of alternating 

BGO and BC422 scintillators were built in GEANT4 with thicknesses of 2mm and 12mm respectively. The height and 

width was 30x12mm for both. To calculate the response curve mono-energetic x-rays were sent into the array. Multiple 

runs were conducted with different input energies. The final response curves are shown in Figure (1).  

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD/RESULTS 

Radiography and spectral measurements were made on an experiment using the Vulcan Laser26 at the Central Laser 

Facility (CLF) based at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 

(2). The target was irradiated using a 1.054 µm laser at a pulse length of (10±2) ps at an angle of 20 degrees. The 

maximum laser energy incident onto target was (140±15) J. The focal spot size was ~7 µm FWHM in diameter. The 

peak intensity achievable was ~1.2×1019 W/cm2. The scintillator array was placed along the target normal direction, and 

just over 2 m from the interaction behind a lead shielding wall. The scintillator array is imaged using a 16-bit CMOS 

camera. The imaged objects were placed much closer to the interaction, just outside the vacuum chamber, to allow for 

projection imaging with high magnification. 

Firstly a laser energy (EL) scan was performed on 1 mm Al with the flux results shown in Figure (3) a). The flux 

recorded on the first layer of BGO scales as EL
(1.8±0.2) indicating that it is very sensitive to incident laser energy which 

was therefore kept as high as possible when performing radiography to create the maximum flux of x-rays. To extract the 

temperature from the data, a number of Geant4 simulations were initially conducted to find the x-ray spectrum from 

different input electron distributions 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic of the experimental setup used to measure the temperature of the x-rays and also use them to radiograph objects.  

 



 

 
 

 

  

To calculate the temperature from the scintillator array, the simulated data is compared to the experimental data using the 

least squared fit. The source of the uncertainties in the measurement arises from the error in the background, which is 

taken as the standard deviation over many images, and the single pixel error from the camera. The extracted temperatures 

are shown in Figure (3) b) as a function of incident laser intensity. Also plotted in Figure(3) b) is the Haines and Wilks 

scaling laws that estimate the temperature as a function of intensity14,15. The experimental data is of a similar temperature 

to the scaling so shows a general increasing trend with intensity. The highest intensity experimental data has an electron 

temperature in the region of 500 keV to 750 keV; these spectra are shown for a 0.1 mm Ta target in Figure (4) as this 

target was primarily used for imaging in later sections. 

 𝑆1 ∝

 𝑆2 ∝

Figure 3: The average counts on the layers of scintillator as a function of incident laser energy (J), EL, onto the target. For both 

layers a fit power laws with slight different gradients is shown. b) shows the extracted temperature for 3 different targets as a 

function of incident laser intensity. Also plotted is the Haines and Wilks scaling. 

 

Figure 4: Output x-rays from Geant4 for 500 keV and 750 keV electron temperatures 

incident onto a 0.1 mm Ta target.  
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4. X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY 

X-ray radiography of numerous objects was carried out using the source of x-rays described above. The majority of 

images were recorded using a 0.1mm Ta target. The images were recorded using two types of detector. BAS-SR image 

plate is a material with an active layer where electrons can be excited into a metastable state. This layer is thin so 

although it is has highly sensitive, it is mainly sensitive to low energy x-rays. The second diagnostic was a 30×30 cm 

Cesium Iodide Thallium-doped (CsI(Tl)) scintillator with 0.5×0.5 mm pixel width with a depth of 1 cm. To optimise the 

amount of light captured from the CsI array, two large-area 11bit-CCDs were used. One of major advantage of the CsI 

array is that it instantly returns an image whereas the image plate requires scanning after every shot. The thickness of the 

CsI provides much larger attenuation and therefore it can detect higher energy x-rays.  

To demonstrate the energy sampling of each detector a steel cylinder with an outer diameter of 7cm and inner hollow 

region of diameter 1.5cm was imaged using both image plate and the CsI imaging array simultaneously. Figure (5) a) 

shows the attenuation of the material as a function of depth; the lower energy x-rays are instantly attenuated and the 

feature is only visible with x-rays with energies greater than 200keV. As mentioned before the image plate is primarily 

sensitive to less than 100keV with a peak sensitivity at ~50keV x-rays which do not transmit, which is clear from the 

picture as the inner hollow region is not visible on Figure (5) c). The inner hollow region is clear to see on the CsI array 

in Figure (5) b) which is only possible if both the source and detected x-rays are greater than 200keV. This is further 

highlighted in Figure (5) d) which shows lineouts from the two detectors. 

A 5mm thick tungsten resolution test grid was also imaged on both the IP and CsI imaging array. A picture of the 

resolution test grid is shown in Figure (6) a) ii). Figure (6) a) i) shows a 200µm feature imaged with the CsI imaging 

array and the image plate with the line outs of the image shown in Figure (6) b). In this instance the CsI imaging array 

has a magnification of 10 whereas the image plate was directly behind the test grid. The Modulation Transfer Function 

(MTF) is much better on the IP compared to the CsI array for the same features, (0.70±0.03) compared to (0.12±0.03). 

This is due to the flux on the IP being significantly higher due to its closer proximity to the source. Figure (6) a) iii) 

shows an image taken using the image plate of decreasing features; from 100µm to 25µm. The MTF is calculated from 

the dotted lines on each graph shown in Figure (6) b) and c). The 100µm features from the IP have an MTF of 0.57±0.07. 

Whilst the CsI array has a detector resolution of 0.5mm from the pixel size, the IP also has a resolution limit of 

approximately 100µm27. This means that the limiting factor for the features in Figure (6) a) iii) is the resolution of the 

image plate. Whereas the CsI is far from the object so the image is magnified, therefore the resolution is limited by the 

source size of the x-rays it is sensitive to. 

iii) 

Figure 5: a) The transmission of a steal cylinder with an outer diameter of 7cm and inner diameter of 1.5cm for different input 

x-ray energies. b) and c) show the images of the object described taken on the CsI imaging array and image plate respectively. 

It is clear that the inner hole is only visible using the CsI array. Taking a lineout of the images clearly shows the visibility of 

this feature, as shown in d). 



 

 
 

 

  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A high-powered laser incident onto a solid target has been used as a source of bremsstrahlung x-rays. The spectrum of 

the x-rays has been measured using a novel scintillator based absorption spectrometer. This spectrum was measured to 

have a temperature between 400keV and 750keV between the incident laser intensities 8-12×1018 W/cm2. These 

temperatures are in the region predicted by scaling laws for hot electron temperatures for these intensities. Radiography 

was performed on a steel cylinder with an inner hollow region. Using Image plate, which is mostly sensitive to lower 

energy x-rays (<100keV), the inner hollow region was not resolvable using absorption radiography. Using a 1cm thick 

pixelated CsI imaging array the inner cylinder became visible due to the detectors sensitivity to higher energy x-rays and 

therefore the absorption contrast radiography can resolve the changes in the absorption. A tungsten resolution test object 

was imaged on both detectors. The 200 µm features have an MTF of (0.70±0.03) and (0.12±0.03) for the image plate and 

CsI array respectively.  

Future work on detector improvement, resolution and sensitivity, is being conducted to improve the CsI array. The 

demonstration of the capabilities of the diagnostic for quick read out are crucial as the future of laser technology moves 

towards systems with higher repetition rates. 

iii) 

Figure 6: a) shows images taken using the image plate and CsI array of a tungsten resolution test grid. Lineouts of the 

images are taken of the images along the white dotted lines.  b) shows the lineouts of 200µm features using the image plate 

and the CsI imaging array with a magnification of approximately 10. The MTF is much better for the image plate 

(0.70±0.03) compared to the CsI array (0.12±0.03). This is surprising as the CsI array has a pixel size of 0.5x0.5mm as 

mentioned previously. c) shows the lineout of features between 100µm to 25 µm. The MTF of the 100µm features are 

0.57±0.07. 
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